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Why is the gap between Darwinism and
religion unbridgeable? Let Charles Darwin
and his many supporters give you the
answer in their own words. This book is a
well researched account, written for
non-scholars in an unorthodox style. The
quotations are immediately referenced;
there is no need to look up the endnotes
after each chapter.
Historical
investigation shows that civil laws derive
from religious laws and are maintained by
a religious belief system characteristic to a
nation. Our civil laws are attributable to
our Christian background, but they are
changing. Certain dangerous practices that
are alien to us now are legitimized, or they
are on the verge of legitimization, because
we are experiencing a neo-Pagan surge in
Western culture. This is a warning. While
it is possible to exclude the Biblical
worldview from polity, it is impossible to
separate basic religious instincts from
human nature. In one form or another,
religion always will play a central role,
because governments are established by
men and women, and in spite of
widespread denial, people live by faith.
The question is, then, what kind of faith we
are to adopt in the future?
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